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          JULIUS CAESAR, CH13:  PREPARING FOR BATTLE 

Octavius and Antony enter the battle field at Philippi with their 

armies. Antony, the more experienced soldier tells Octavius to attack 

from the left. Octavius refuses and replies that he will attack from 

the right and Antony can come from the left. Antony tries to make 

him understand but Octavius stands firm. 

The enemy factions- consisting of Brutus, Cassius and their armies 

enter. Octavius asks Antony to attack first. But Antony responds that 

they will wait for the enemy to attack first. Antony and Octavius 

meet Brutus and Cassius. The leaders exchange insults. In anger 

Octavius draws his sword and calls for Caesar’s death to be avenged. 

He swears that he will not lay the sword down again until another 

Caesar (namely himself) adds the death of the traitors to the general 

slaughters. The leaders insult each other further before parting to 

ready their armies for battle. 

After the departure of Antony and Octavius, Cassius speaks to the 

messenger Messala and tells him of an omen he witnessed. He tells 

that two mighty eagles alighted on the foremost banners of their 

army and perched there ,this morning, however they are gone. Now 

ravens, crows and other scavenger birds circle over the troops as if 

the men were diseased and weak prey. Cassius walks back to join 

Brutus and comments that the future looks uncertain; if they lose 

they may never see each other again. Cassius asks Brutus if Brutus 

allow himself to be led through Rome as a captive. Brutus replies 

that suicide is the traditional custom in defeat. It is cowardly. He says 

he would rather die than go to Rome as a defeated prisoner. 



I. Reference to the context: 

      “ This morning are they fled away and gone. And in their steads 

do ravens, crows  

          and kites fly o’er our heads.” 

1.  Who is the speaker? 

Ans. Cassius is the speaker. 

2. In the above lines ‘they’ refers to whom? 

Ans. In the above lines ‘they’ refers to the eagles. 

3. Whom does the speaker speak to? 

Ans. The speaker speaks to the messenger, Messala. 

4. What kind of birds are; ravens, crows and kites? 

Ans. These are scavengers that feed on dead bodies. 

II. Answer the following questions: 

1.  What are the omens Cassius has observed? 

Ans. He observed the eagles that were perched on their battle flags 

flew away and were replaced by ravens, crows and kites birds that 

feed on dead bodies. 

2. What is Brutus’ attitude concerning suicide? 

Ans. Brutus condemned killing himself. He thinks it cowardly and vile 

to commit suicide in fear of what may happen in the future. 

3. What is the cause of the disagreement between Antony and 

Octavius? 

Ans. Antony tells Octavius to attack from the left side of the field. But 

Octavius refuses and tells that he will attack from the right. This is 

the cause of the disagreement between Antony and Octavius. 

 

 

   

            

 

 



 

 

             CH-14  THE CHAOS OF BATTLE 
The leaders with their armies enter the battle field at Philippi. The 

battle begins. In the midst of the battle Brutus gives Messala orders 

to tell what’s left of his troops to attack Octavius’ forces. Octavius’ 

forces appears to be vulnerable, so now is the time to pour all of 

Cassius’ forces into the attack. Meanwhile Cassius’ troops have fled. 

Cassius sees his own flag bearer starts running away, so he killed 

him. After that Titinius, an officer in Cassius’ army comes and says 

that Brutus has sent his men too early, giving Antony’s men an 

opportunity to surround them. Now they are looting instead of 

fighting.  

Mark Antony’s troops are destroying Cassius camp, setting fire to the 

tents and killing the servant. Cassius sees tents on fire from a 

distance. He sends Titinius to the tents to see if they belong to a 

friend or an enemy. But when Titinius does not return, then Cassius 

sends his servant Pindarus to check on him. After sometime Pindarus 

enters in haste and requests Cassius to retreat. 

Antony’s forces are over running them. He reports that  

Titinius has been captured. He was seen surrounded by soldiers. 

Cassius is overwhelmed with grief. He asks Pindarus to kill him. He 

hands his sword with which he killed Julius Caesar. He says he will 

give his freedom if he will kill his master. Pindarus obeys his master 

and killed him.  

 

I      Reference to the context: 

       ‘ Now be a freeman, and with this good sword, that ran through 

Caesar’s bowels, search this bosom’ 

1.   Who is the speaker? 

Ans. Cassius is the speaker. 



2.    Whom does the speaker speak to? 

Ans. The speaker speaks to his slave Pindarus. 

3.  Which sword is referred as ‘good sword’ in the above lines? 

Ans. The sword which Cassius used to kill Julius Caesar. 

4. Who is being referred as ‘ a freeman’ in the above lines? 

Ans. Pindarus is being referred as freeman in the above lines. 

 

II. Answer the following questions: 

1.  What does Pindarus report happens to Titinius? 

Ans. Pindarus reports that Titinius was seen surrounded by the 

soldiers and was captured. 

2. What might have influenced Cassius to accept Pindarus’ report? 

Ans. Cassius is in utter defeat when he receives Pindarus’ report. 

Men have deserted him and even he killed his flag bearer. In such a 

negative state of mind, it only makes sense that Cassius takes 

Pindarus’ report as truth. It also gives  Cassius a reason to commit 

suicide. 

                        CH-15  THE SHAME OF DEFEAT 
Pindarus informs Cassius that Titinius has been captured but in 

reality he isn’t dead. Pindarus misunderstood, he saw him captured 

by enemy, but he was actually riding with allies.  

Messala then enters the scene with Titinius, announcing the new 

state of battle. They are basically even on both sides as the outcome 

is uncertain. Brutus has overtaken Octavius’ forces, while Antony’s 

forces have beaten Cassius men. The men are eager to tell Cassius 

that all isn’t lost, but then they see his body, which is in no condition 

to accept good news. Messala goes off unhappily to inform Brutus of 

Cassius’ death. Overcome with grief Titinius proceeds to stab himself 

with Cassius’ sword. Titinius dies beside Cassius.  

Messala and Brutus arrive just in time and find Titinius has killed 

himself. Seeing that Titinius is dead, Brutus remembers Caesar’s 



ghost appearing to him. He thinks the ghost is out and convincing 

people to kill themselves. 

Brutus laments that two of Rome’s bravest men should lie here this 

way. He says he know he should cry over Cassius’ death but now the 

time is not for crying. In the meantime, they decided not to hold 

funerals in the camp, as funerals are no way to boost troop morale. 

Still, it’s 3 o’clock, which means there is time to try their luck against 

the enemy again, in the hopes something might be accomplished 

before night. Then Brutus gathers his remaining forces for the fight.  

 

I.    Reference to the context. 

     “Thy spirit walks  abroad, and turns our swords in our own 

proper entrails.” 

1.  Who is the speaker? 

Ans. Brutus is the speaker. 

2. In the above lines ‘thy spirit’ refers to whose spirit? 

Ans. In the above lines ‘thy spirit’ refers to Julius Caesar’s spirit. 

3. In what context the speaker say these words ? 

Ans. When the speaker finds that Cassius and Titinius have killed 

themselves, he thinks the ghost of Caesar has arrived the battle field 

and taking revenge. 

4. What is the meaning of ‘entrails’ in the above lines? 

Ans. In the above lines ‘entrails’ means stomach. 

 

II.  Answer the following questions: 

1.  What did Brutus think when he saw Titinius is dead? 

Ans. When Brutus saw Titinius body he remembered Caesar’s ghost. 

He could fell the presence of Caesar’s ghost. He thought Caesar is 

taking revenge and everything is done by the ghost only. He seemed 

to turn events against his murderers from the grave. 



2. Why did Brutus decide to hold the funerals in the camp?  

Ans. Brutus decided to hold the funerals in the camp as he did not 

want his army to become depressed because of Cassius’ and Titinius’ 

death . He thought funerals would keep their morale down, that he 

did not want as he was planning to fight again with his remaining 

forces. 

                     THE ELEPHANT AND THE TRAGOPAN  

                            - VIKRAM SETH  

About the poet: 

Vikram Seth is a leading Indian writer and an acknowledged poet in 

English. He is well known for his poems like ‘The Frog And The 

Nightingale’, ‘Mappings’ etc. He has a clear and a readable style, 

joyful use of language and technical mastery. 

Theme of the poem: 

Presented in the form of a fable the poem ‘The Elephant And The 

Tragopan’, is an example of an eco – poem which brings to the 

forefront the sense of concern towards the environment. The poem 

has for its central theme the idea of destruction of animals and their 

habitats by the human race. The poem highlights the cruel and 

violent act of humans. In the name of development they are 

destroying the forests which is home to an end number and varieties 

of animals and birds. 

Message of the poem: 

Humans should love and care all the things made you God in and 

around them. 

Summary of the poem: 

The ecocentric approached poem ‘The Elephant And The Tragopan’, 

is a discussion by the animals and birds of the forest in the poetic 

style. The discussion is about the human venture to convert the 



animals’ home in the woodlands into a reservoir for the of the 

nearby city. The elephant says that human beings kill animals for 

various reasons and hardly show gratitude towards animals. Man, it 

adds, is a bewildering blend of opposites: gentle and dangerous, 

sensible and unpredictable, caring and cruel, level- headed and crazy. 

At the core of Man’s destruction of the environment is his basic 

selfishness. 

He thinks he is entitled to their service to satisfy him and his appetite 

to exploit them further. He is not kind to them, nor does he allow 

them to feel secure anywhere. The irony is that man worships 

animals as gods and holds festivals in their honour. He even writes 

moral stories about their goodness and greatness, yet does not care 

for them. The elephant says that the only way to protect themselves 

from the imminent danger would be to unite in their fight against 

man, vowing to live or die together. 

Understanding the poem: 

1. The list of qualities that the elephant gives brings out the 

contradictions in human nature. Man is sane and mad, loving and 

brutal, says the elephant. In the middle of all this is man’s selfish 

nature. It is because of his selfish thinking that he behaves 

irrationally and in a destructive way. 

2. Man thinks that the world belongs to him. Because of this, he 

destroys the environment indiscriminately, without regard to any of 

the creatures co- habiting the planet. The planet and therefore, 

everything living on it is in danger of destruction because of this 

attitude. 

3. When more and more roads are built, it inevitably leads to 

deforestation. As our cities grow bigger and humans spread out 

deeper into the wilderness, more roads are built into forests. 

4. The fire set/ lit to burn down the forest will leave soot and ash 



that will kill the creatures in the stream before the reservoir can be 

built. The line from the poem, ‘What tolls for us is your own bell.’ 

5. The elephant is saying this to the leopard and all the forest 

denziens. Man’s destructive behaviour will cause all animals to be 

homeless. 

Appreciating the poem: 

1. Examples from the text: He rips out flesh and tears our skin 

       Is destined for his mouth or hand 

       For we will live or die together 

2. The stanza brings out the contradictions in human nature. It is 

filled with word pairs that are opposite in meaning, in order to bring 

out strongly what a ‘sticky mess’ man is. It is because of this 

contradictory nature that man is a difficult creature to understand – 

‘the good as puzzling as the bad’. The words used in the stanza serve 

to highlight the confusing nature of human behaviour and also 

sharply contrast the irrationality of his actions. 


